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Abstract:

Wettability studies of liquids inside nanometre scale channels commenced shortly after the discovery of carbon nanotubes in the early 1990s. Since then the field has progressively expanded to other kinds of nanotubes and nanochannels as they have become available. This paper offers a critical review of wettability studies inside and outside nanotubes and nanochannels published in the last three years (2008-2010). The review focuses in particular on three areas, the wetting behaviour of water and aqueous fluids inside nanotubes, the wetting of polymers inside and outside nanotubes and the wetting of nanotube arrays or forests. The authors believe that there is scope for further growth of this research area as there are a number of interesting topics that deserve further investigation.
1 Introduction

Wettability studies of liquids inside nanometre scale channels commenced shortly after the discovery of carbon nanotubes in the early 1990s [1, 2]. The field has progressively expanded to other kinds of nanotubes and nanochannels as they have become available. This paper offers a critical review of wettability studies carried out inside and outside nanotubes and nanochannels published in the last three years (2008-2010). Readers interested in reviews on the topic for previous years are directed elsewhere [3, 4].

The 2008-2010 period has not seen major advancements in theory, and in particular on whether – and how – nanometre scale confinement affects wetting. On the other hand, there has been a substantial increase in the number of publications on experimental results, a major change from the past when most papers where based on numerical simulations [3, 4]. The topic of wetting at the nanometre scale cannot be investigated without looking at studies of the flow of liquids inside nanochannels, as the channel wettability plays an integral role in the flow of liquids through it [5]. A coherent theoretical framework relating wettability to fluid flow in nanochannels is still missing despite a large number of experimental papers having been published, and this represents one of the most promising areas of investigation for interested researchers. Whereas in the past this topic has captivated scientists’ attention due to unusual behaviour, like higher than expected flow rate through carbon nanotubes, recent publications have started focusing on the applicability of nanoscale flow, in particular for filtration and water desalination.

Another area of intense research has been the wettability of nanotube arrays or forests mostly to obtain superhydrophobic surfaces or tunable ones. There is abundant literature on both topics and the increased possibilities of fine tuning offered by advanced nanotube arrays methods have vastly expanded the range of materials prepared.

This review will attempt to select the most notable results on wetting of liquids inside nanotubes and nanochannels as well as wetting on nanotube arrays and present them in a coherent and critical vision. The review will conclude by focusing on the most interesting challenges from both the scientific and applications points of view for the next few years.

2 Theoretical Aspects

The fundamental equations regarding wetting are well established and will not be re-analyzed here. Interested readers are directed to a comprehensive text on the topic [6]. The effect of nanoscale confinement on wetting, though, is still a matter of intense debate and will be briefly reviewed here. For the case of a liquid drop on a flat substrate, a classical modification to Young’s equation has been proposed:

\[
\gamma_{LV} \cos \theta = \gamma_{SV} - \gamma_{SL} - \tau \kappa
\]  

(1)

where \( \theta \) is the contact angle, \( \gamma \) is the surface tension with the subscripts for Liquid, Vapour, and Solid, respectively, \( \tau \) is the line tension of the triple line and \( \kappa \) is the curvature of the triple line. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and modelling have shown the validity of this equation for nanometre size drops with a circular triple line (\( \kappa \equiv R \)) of radius \( R \) [7]. In particular, theoretical results are based on modelling a
liquid drop on a substrate (with $\theta > 0$) as an inextensible membrane subject to stresses (the surface tension) varying along the surface of the drop and at the interface with the liquid. The major outcome of this work has been to provide a coherent derivation of the line tension $\tau$ - having a positive value - as a function of the interactions between the liquid and substrate. The model also includes the effect of surface roughness and/or anisotropy on the contact angle in the line tension term rather than using empirical parameters as in the Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter models. This model though, does not consider the potential effect of nanometre scale confinement on the surface tension itself, as has been postulated by many papers (cfr [6]), nor makes explicit the nature of the molecular interactions between the liquid and the solid in terms of surface tension components, perhaps using well known models from Fowkes, Good, Zisman, Van Oss and, more recently, Li and Neumann [6, 8].

The picture gets more complex when considering wetting inside nanochannels or small capillaries. The basic equations for capillary filling are well known and the Washburn equation connects the filling process with the wetting (or not) of capillary walls by the liquid. If one considers a channel with a circular cross-section, as the Washburn equation does, then the line tension will no longer be parallel to the substrate as in the flat case, but perpendicular (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. a) Schematic of a liquid partially wetting a substrate and surface tensions vector summation at the triple line. b) Schematic of a liquid plug in a channel with circular cross-section and surface tensions vector summation at the triple line.](image)

The effect of the line tension in nanochannels is difficult to assess. A recent publication showed that the apparent diameter of large carbon nanotubes (~200 nm in diameter) decreases upon filling with water [9]. In reality, the tubes only recovered their minimal energy shape (having a circular cross-section), whereas they tended to flatten due to van der Waals attraction and weak mechanical properties when empty. The recovery of the minimal energy shape in the tube can be attributed to the radial component of $\gamma_{LV}$ acting on the liquid plug when the tube gets filled. At this stage it is not possible to determine whether the line tension, in this case acting along the radius of the tube (Figure 1b), has played any significant effect. Given the tubes large diameter and small value of the line tension one can only imagine that the effect was negligible. With smaller tubes, though, this might no longer be the case. Similarly, flow in nanometre channels induced solely by surface tension asymmetries between immiscible liquid drops has been shown in MD simulations [10].

An important aspect to consider is the presence of a monolayer of liquid adsorbed on the capillary walls preceding the advancing meniscus. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have shown that the presence of such precursor films in capillary filling of nanometre channels leads to the deformation of the meniscus profile from the ideal
circular cross-section [11]. This distortion can be attributed to the interaction with the boundary surface (the wall) and the disjoining pressure induced by molecular interactions between the fluid and the solid (Figure 2).

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** a) Schematic of the geometry used to simulate capillary imbibition of a wetting fluid in smooth and rough capillaries; b) Snapshot of MD simulation showing fluid imbibition and the formation of thin precursor films ahead of the capillary front [11].

As the thickness of these precursor layers or any other thin film approaches the nanometre scale, the effect of long-range forces (van der Waals, double layer forces) becomes significant. Their effect on macroscopic wetting is well known and can be described using the disjoining pressure [12]. Recently, the effect on wetting of nanometre scale films of the presence of nanoparticle dispersions has been investigated, showing that for film thicknesses comparable with the nanoparticle size, the latter tend to assume an ordered structure, reducing film pressure and, thereby, increasing the spreading of the liquid [13]. When considering the advancing meniscus in a nanotube or nanochannel, the thickness of the wetting (or precursor) film in front of the meniscus can be comparable to the channel characteristic size (radius or height) [12]. In the partial wetting case, the contact angle can be calculated by extending the curvature of the central part of the meniscus, where the disjoining pressure does not act, to the surface of the solid. When there is complete wetting of the film, the radius of the meniscus can be calculated by equating the capillary pressure generated by the meniscus curvature to the disjoining pressure of the film, as first detailed by Derjaguin [14]. It should be noted that TEM micrographs of water plugs inside 2-4 nm diameter carbon nanotubes have shown that the liquid does not form a continuous, well defined meniscus [3], while precursor films have been experimentally observed only for larger tubes (>100 nm diameter) so far [9]. In addition, there are conflicting modelling results on the validity of the continuum assumption down to such small scales [3], casting some doubts on the validity of using concepts such as menisci and precursor films at these small scales, as described above.

Surface roughness also has a significant influence on wetting under nanometre scale confinement. The well known Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter equations explain the macroscopic wetting on patterned and rough surfaces, respectively. A recent paper
looks at whether the Wenzel equation can be used at the nanometre scale, and found that it no longer works when the periodicity of the surface patterns is less than 10 nm [15]. Interestingly, this is in the same range where a breakdown of the continuum model has been postulated after higher than expected flows in carbon nanotubes have been observed [3].

The concept of roughness inside nanochannels is quite different from the macroscopic case since the characteristic size of the roughness is comparable to the channel size. As such, experimental observations of the effect of roughness on wetting of liquids inside nanotube or nanochannels have not yet been published, to the authors’ knowledge. On the other hand, a substantial number of results on this topic have been published using molecular dynamics simulations.

An interesting simulation looked at the effect of hydrophilic and hydrophobic rough channel walls on liquid flow and found that flow rate was higher for rough hydrophilic than smooth hydrophobic surfaces [11]. This result runs contrary to general belief that hydrophilicity and roughness both reduce the flow velocity by increasing drag [16]. The higher flow velocity has been attributed to the presence of a precursor film on the channel wall that would shield the wetting fluid from the rough surface. It is necessary to note here that the authors consider ‘hydrophobic’ to be a surface wet by a liquid forming a contact angle of 30 to 40˚. MD simulations of flow through nanotubes and nanochannels typically use much higher values of contact angle for hydrophobic surfaces [17]. In addition, the roughness was simulated by adding a single rectangular obstacle inside the channel whose height can be varied to observe the effect of roughness on the meniscus.

A broader study compared the effect of different surface chemistry and roughness on water flow (and thus wettability) in a CNT, a boron nitride nanotube (BNNT), a silicon nanotube and in a roughened nanotube [17]. The simulations found that there was a plug-like velocity flow profile with a ‘jump’ in velocity at the solid-fluid interface (Figure 3). This was observed with all the nanotubes except the rough structured nanotube and the largest enhancement was observed within the (16, 16) CNT, for which a hydrophobic structure is assumed. This is a somewhat debatable assumption and the choice of specific values for the Lennard-Jones interaction potentials can dramatically alter the result of MD simulations [3]. The velocity ‘jump’ has been attributed to nano-bubbles forming on hydrophobic surfaces, resulting in ballistic flow profiles [18]. The authors imposed hydrophilic Lennard-Jones parameters on the structure of the CNT to simulate the effect of a low contact angle condition (Figure 3 iii). The simulation still showed a plug-like velocity profile in this case as well, albeit at much lower level. This is somewhat surprising since one would expect that in the wetting case the velocity profile should be closer to the parabolic type with zero velocity at the wall, since the liquid wets the surface. It should also be noted that whereas for all three simulations with smooth walls, the water concentration peak is situated at a distance from the wall that reflects the size of the water molecule, this is not the case for the rough channel. This difference can be attributed to the irregularity of the surface and could potentially be modelled effectively using the Cassie-Baxter equation.
As discussed in the introduction, several open questions remain regarding if and how wetting is affected by nanometre scale confinement. Despite these limitations, a large wealth of experimental evidence on the topic is accumulating and will, probably, lead in a short time to breakthrough discoveries on the theoretical front as well.

3 Wetting of Nanotubes by Water and Aqueous Fluids

Earlier reports showing that water and other liquids had unexpectedly high flow rates through sub-10 nm diameter carbon nanotube membranes has led researchers to investigate their use as filters for water desalination [3]. Molecular dynamics simulations of reverse osmosis of a potassium chloride solution through a nanotube has shown a 10-fold increase in flow rate for carbon and boron nitride nanotubes compared to currently used polymeric membranes for the same applied pressure [19].

Ion exclusion experiments in sub-2nm diameter CNT membranes have indeed shown superior water fluxes compared to commercial polymeric membranes [20]. The wettability of the tubes (from hydrophobic, due to synthesis conditions, to hydrophilic) has also been altered by bonding carboxylic groups to the tube ends, to enhance ion selectivity [21].

As discussed earlier, the wall surface chemistry and structure can have substantial effects on the wetting and, hence, the flow of liquids inside nanotubes (Figure 3). Experiments in larger diameter CNTs (~40 nm internal diameter) have shown substantially smaller increases in fluids flow for different liquids [22, 23]. These can be attributed not only to the larger size, but also to the different surface chemistry and structure of the tubes used. Unlike smaller tubes, these have been produced by non-catalytic CVD, yielding a turbostratic (or amorphous) graphitic structure whose
wettability can be easily altered to become hydrophilic [3]. The effect of the tube diameter on the flow rate enhancement was also investigated via MD, showing that it decreases with increasing CNT diameter [24]. The presence of defects on the surface of nanotubes can also significantly slow down fluid flow inside CNTs by altering the nanotube wettability [21]. Although a direct correlation between the presence on the nanotubes’ surface of defects and liquid flow rates through them has not been established, there are several results in the literature showing that the former reduces the contact angle of liquids inside carbon nanotubes, making them hydrophilic [3]. In turn, simulations have pointed to the fact that higher than expected liquid flow rates should occur only in hydrophobic tubes. This theory has not yet been verified experimentally.

Simulations also suggested that inside small CNTs (1.66nm internal diameter) the effective water viscosity is smaller due to the increased ratio of interface to bulk volume [25]. By calculating the variation of water viscosity and slip length as a function of CNT diameter, it has been found that the results can be fully explained in the context of continuum fluid mechanics. A distinction between interfacial and bulk liquids is common in MD simulations of fluid behaviour inside nanotubes (Figure 3). It should be noted, though, that sometimes it appears questionable: In a 1.66 nm diameter nanotube there are less than 6 water molecules (water molecule diameter ~0.28 nm) along the diameter. If one further considers the van der Waals radius of the water molecules (as in Figure 3), the number of liquid molecules along the tube diameter further reduces.

Wetting and flow of liquids inside boron nitride nanotubes has also been the subject of several MD papers, in general comparing their properties with CNTs (Figure 3). Simulations have been carried out for both (5,5) BNNTs and (6,6) BNNTs and subsequently compared with CNT simulation results [26]. The results implied that water molecules inside an uncharged (5,5) BNNT align in single-file within the tube. A similar arrangement of the water molecules is observed when the tube is partially charged, whilst making the tube more hydrophilic and slowing down water diffusion due to the interaction of the water molecules and the nitrogen atoms of the BNNT. Reverse osmosis experiments in (5,5) BNNT tubes have shown higher slat rejection than CNTs owing to the different wetting behaviour [27].

The experimental reports showing high liquid flow rates through nanotubes have also spurred a series of simulations papers on ‘nano-pumping’, using the mechanical or electrical properties of carbon nanotubes to advance liquids through them. A first paper has looked at CNTs conveying viscous fluids, with simulations showing that as the flow velocity increases, the resonant frequency for the tube’s first mode vibration decreases [28]. This resulted in the activation of an axial fluid flow inside a carbon nanotube by producing Rayleigh travelling waves on the nanotube surface [29]. The driving force for such an effect would be the friction between the fluid particles and the nanotube walls. While the authors did not specify the wetting behaviour of the fluid in the CNT, they attributed the pumping effect to the presence of friction between the fluid molecules and the wall, contrary to the quasi-frictionless flow in graphitic CNTs generally considered to be occurring for water [3]. While a popular MD paper showed that flow through CNTs could be generated using localized charge effects on the CNT wall [30], its results have been recently disputed due to an erroneous use of the MD code [31], in particular regarding the interaction potentials between the liquid and CNT wall molecules. This example points to the fact that the choice of interaction potential between the liquid and tube wall molecules is
fundamental to obtain viable results. Earlier publications have looked at this issue extensively as well as the validity of the assumption present in most simulations that carbon nanotubes are highly hydrophobic materials [3]. A recent MD study has looked specifically at liquid-wall interactions dominated by dispersive forces rather than electrostatic ones for non-polar fluids [32], mimicking the approach taken for surface tension components. Such an approach can be extremely useful for nanotubes and channels, especially for well designed systems where the values of the interaction potentials are well known, such as water-CNT.

The relation between interaction potentials and wetting has also been observed in MD simulations of the microscopic wetting of water on amorphous silica surfaces with different degrees of surface hydroxylation or silanization [33]. The contact angle in the completely hydroxylated silica surface is approximately 22–35°. On the amorphous silica surface, the contact angle of water can vary substantially, partially depending on the silanol concentration on the surface. The wetting of these surfaces can, in principle, be tailored with a monotonic increase of the contact angle for water 30° to 110° when the silanization percentage increases from 0% to 70%. Similar results have been obtained for carbon nanotubes [3].

A newly developed optical-based technique allows measurement of flow velocity profiles in nanochannels in the 50–100 nm range [34]. This is already a remarkable result and if, the resolution can be pushed below 10 nm it would allow direct observation of many of the phenomena discussed above, without the complications of operating in a vacuum in an electron microscope.

4 Wetting of Nanotubes by Polymers

The high viscosity, along with melting or glass transition temperatures above room temperature, of polymers adds a further complication to direct observation of their wetting behaviour in nanotubes and channels. To overcome these limitations, ex-post observation of the solidified, cross-linked or cooled-down drop has been used to infer information on the wetting process. In a notable example, nanometre sized droplets of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), were generated using a microfluidic system and placed onto individual carbon nanotubes [35]. SEM observation of PVDF-coated CNTs after a thermal treatment showed both clam-shell and barrel type droplets formed on the outer shell of CNTs. Pure PVDF drops had an estimated contact angle above 60°, whereas the addition of ppm quantities of maleic acid anhydride (MAH), lowered the contact angle to ~20°, substantially improving the adhesion of the polymer to the CNT, a fundamental prerequisite for effective load transfer from the matrix to the fibre in polymer-CNT composite materials.

A similar approach was followed to encapsulate polymer melts inside carbon nanotubes with the objective of using the polymer as a cap for lower molecular weight liquids (chiefly water) already inside the CNT [36]. The method has been tested also for surfactants, nanoparticles in solution and low molecular weight fluids within nanotubes and microchannels. The method is based on wet intercalation of polycaprolactone (PCL) inside CNTs filled with an insoluble liquid. In one experiment, the CNTs were filled with water and immersed in a solution of PCL in toluene. The PCL molecules are led by self-sustained diffusion to the CNT open ends, but PCL cannot easily enter into CNT cavities that are filled with water, which is immiscible with toluene and a non-solvent for PCL. As a consequence, when the molecules of PCL encounter water in CNTs, they accumulate and sometimes cap the tube entrances (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Catalytically produced CNTs containing intercalated PCL (80 kDa) from a 1 wt% toluene solution. Image (a) corresponds to an initially dry CNT, while (b) shows PCL plugs at the ends of a CNT partially filled with water [36].

Wetting studies of molten PCL inside anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) templates have been performed to obtain PCL nanotubes and wires [37]. It was found that with increasing vibration frequency (from 2.0 to 14.0 kHz) the flow rate of the melt increased, which suggested that the velocity profile of the polymer melt changed from parabolic to a plug flow-like one, and with the dynamic contact angle of the liquid deviating from the equilibrium value. This effect was attributed to two factors, a first one related to the reduction in viscosity of the melt due to the disentanglement of the polymer chains; a second was due to an increase in slip length due to the applied vibrations. While the latter case appears to be a reasonable assumption, the former is probably the dominant mechanism. In fact, the use of external vibrational forces to deform carbon nanotubes to pump fluids through them has been recalled earlier [38], attributing this to friction effects between the fluid molecules and the tube walls. In the case of AAO the pore walls are rigid and further apart, but the authors have suggested that this mechanism will apply to larger space/time scales as well. Wetting experiments in polyurethane acrylate (PUA) rectangular nano channels (with width ranging from 50 to 800 nm and constant height of 200 nm) showed negative capillary pressure [39]. Several surface chemistry treatments were performed to alter the wettability of the channels. In the case of complete wetting, the formation of a precursor film in front of the meniscus was observed as well as the meniscus having convex curvature (Figure 2). For a partial wetting case, a complex meniscus shape was observed, similar to what has been observed in silicon oxide nanochannels [22]. Interestingly, for the smallest channel investigated, this complex meniscus led to a plug flow-like meniscus shape due to an overlap between the convex curvatures at the channel walls.

A molecular dynamic study investigated the wettability of nanotubes lined with polymer brushes on their inner surface [40]. The fluid was modelled as molecules interacting through Lennard-Jones potential and it was found, as expected, that the wettability of the coated tube was solely a function of the wettability of the polymer brushes, and that the imbibition rate increased with increasing length of the brush chains. During fluid uptake, the polymer brushes reorganize into alternating layers of changing monomer density due to the motion of the meniscus. A dense plug of monomer forms at the rear of the meniscus, while the polymer chains still untouched
by the fluid exhibit little stretching and lie closer to the capillary wall. Simulations for a non-wetting tube showed that for short chain length there was no meniscus movement, while for long polymer chains no curvature of the meniscus could be identified, with behaviour consistent with that of a column of fluid rising through a porous medium.

Nanotubes of different natures have also been extensively used to modify the wettability of polymer melts and solutions. An interesting example is given by the use of halloysite nanotubes (HNTs), a kind of natural hydrophilic nanoclay, to modify the wettability of polypropylene (PP) films [41]. The HNTs act as heterogeneous nuclei for PP leading to phase separation during drying of the composites leading to the formation of hybrid micro-spherulites dotted with nanostructures. This 2-scale roughness produces a superhydrophobic behaviour with a maximum water contact angle of ~170° and sliding angle of about 2° (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Contact angles and sliding angles of the PP and PP/HNTs composite surfaces](image)

Superhydrophobic films have also been prepared by solution casting of CNTs and sodium stearate (SST) [42]. Contact angle values vary linearly with the SST:CNT ratio from 150° for 0.25:1 ratio to 163° for 1:1 ratio and then down to 135° for 2:1 ratio. CNTs have been used to increase the hydrophobicity of nylon-6 films, with a doubling of the contact angle value up to 101° for 2.0 wt% CNT loading [43]. On the other hand, carbon nanotubes have been used to increase the wettability by PMMA of larger carbon fibres by increasing the roughness of the surface [44]. Whereas simple oxidation of the carbon fibres yielded only a marginal decrease of PMMA contact angle, a 30% decrease in the contact angle was measured in the presence of the CNTs on the fibre surface. Polymers can also be used to modify the wetting behaviour of nanotubes, with particular effort placed in increasing their dispersability in aqueous media. An example is the addition of anti-foaming agents to CNT dispersions prepared via ultrasonication [45]. The anti-foaming agents eliminate air layers trapped at CNT surfaces that shield the tubes from the ultrasonic wave, increasing dispersed amounts by up to 20 times.

A promising approach to modifying the wetting behaviour of CNT-based films is by applying electromagnetic fields across the films. This method is simpler than electrowetting in terms of preparation and requires substantially lower applied voltages. The applied field modifies the electrical double layer on the CNT film surface, thereby modifying the contact angle. Wetting experiments with water and ethylene glycol have shown contact angle variations of up to 60% for a relatively low
applied voltage of 14 V [46]. Further treatment with ammonia increased the contact angle change due to the build up of charges on the CNT surfaces.

5 Wetting of Liquids on Nanotube Arrays and Forests

The ability of geckos to walk on walls and ceilings without falling has inspired the development of several nanotubular structures to mimic the stickiness of the hairy structure of the gecko’s feet. A first example is given by hard poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) nanostructures with controllable lengths, produced using AAO templates[47]. The resulting hairy structures coated on a hydrophilic substrate have shown water contact angles up to 150°, as well as high contact angles for other liquids such as glycerol (157°), ethylene glycol (135°), dimethyl sulfoxide (97°), nitromethane (105°), propylene carbonate (135°) and olive oil (60°). These structures also have high adhesion due to the capillary rise between the pillars, with liquid droplets remaining attached to the substrate at tilt angles close to 180° (Figure 6a and 6b).

At the opposite end of the spectrum are titanate nanotubes arrays prepared by electrophoretic deposition (EPD) with contact angles close to 0° with fast spreading kinetics (Figure 6c) [48]. The arrays convert to superhydrophobic behaviour (152°) and strong adhesion after modification with a fluorosilane (Figure 6d).

![Figure 6. Water droplets on the hairy PDMS nanostructures with a) 90° and b) 180° tilt[47], c) Complete wetting and fast spreading kinetics on titanate nanotubes; d) superhydrophobicity with high adhesion after fluorosilane modification [48].](image)

The wetting behaviour of such nanostructured surfaces is well explained using the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel models for wetting of structured surfaces [6]. An interesting paper has looked at the transition between these two regimes on nanopillar-like surfaces with varying pillar diameters, heights and pitch values[49]. In particular, the authors found that as the pitch increased in the 100 μm range, the static contact angle increased gradually up to 170°. While diameter and height can be easily controlled in nanotube array structures, pitch is difficult to control. In arrays based on anodization techniques, such as TiO₂, the inter-tube distance is limited by the oxide growth mechanism and is related to the voltage in the anodization process. Varying
the density of CNT arrays is also difficult since several tubes can grow from a single catalyst metal nanoparticle. Catalyst patterning has been used to reduce the density of the overall forest, producing alternating areas with higher or lower CNT density. A direct method of tracing whether a nanotube array structure follows the Wenzel or Cassie wetting regime has been developed using Ag nanoparticles as tracing agents [50]. Silver nanoparticles in a carrier solution wetting a nanostructured substrate will concentrate either inside the tubes or between them. In the Wenzel regime, upon removal of the carrier fluid the nanoparticles will move with the fluid, leaving the surface clean. In the Cassie regime, on the other hand, the fluid removal will leave behind a significant number of particles, leaving a trace that can be picked up with simple analytical techniques. This model has been successfully validated on superhydrophobic CNT forests, where the fluid removal was obtained by tilting the substrate until the liquid droplet slid away and using SEM to evaluate the residual concentration of Ag nanoparticles.

The wetting behaviour of TiO$_2$ nanotubes arrays is of primary importance to increase the efficiency of dye-sensitised solar cell applications, where maximizing the contact area between the dye and the tubes can lead to an increase in the solar conversion efficiency. A common technique to increase the wettability of the TiO$_2$ arrays by the dyes is UV irradiation. As an example, wetting of titania nanotube forests by aqueous electrolytes has been tested before and after UV irradiation showed that the UV irradiated tubes filled more readily. [51]. To precisely determine the depth of penetration inside the tubes a Pb marker was used to measure the penetration depth directly from cross-sectional SEM images after TiO$_2$ nanotubes were soaked for different times in a 1 M Pb(NO$_3$)$_2$ solution, with and without illumination. Short soaking time did not produce any significant filling without illumination and 24 h hours were required to obtain about 70% filling along the length of the tubes. On the other hand, nearly completely filled tubes were obtained after 1 hour after UV irradiation.

The hydrophilicity of as-formed titania nanotube arrays has also been verified using ionic liquid micro-droplets in the SEM [52]. A more hydrophobic behaviour, on the other hand, was obtained after coating the array with octadecyl silane with the contact angle in the 120-130° range. Interestingly, a ~40% reduction in the contact angle was obtained after exposure for up to 100 min to the electron beam. This effect can be easily explained by the formation of radicals on the substrate surface as it occurs in the case of UV irradiation. Superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic regions on titania arrays have been obtained using common microfabrication techniques [53]. First, using a photomask, UV irradiation was applied to selected regions of the array to increase locally the hydrophilicity. Second, modification of the non-irradiated areas with a fluorosilane induced a localized superhydrophobic behaviour (with contact angles up to 156°). The quality of the separation between the two regions was verified by preferential electrochemical deposition of octacalcium phosphate (OCP) nanocrystals on the hydrophilic regions. This technique has promising applications in bio-compatible coatings where drugs could be encapsulated in specific areas of the coating using simple microfabrication methods.

Carbon nanotube forests have been used as templates to grow hematite ($\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$) nano-chain arrays with a contact angle for water close to 0° [54]. The combination of a low contact angle and magnetic properties might lead to their use as filters to capture magnetic and paramagnetic micro- and nano-contaminants in waste water.
Carbon nanotube forests have also proven attractive as gas diffusion layers. In one example, a CNT forest was grown over macro-porous carbon paper substrates [55]. These layers have been used in proton exchange membrane fuel cells to improve the selective diffusion of reactant gases to and water from the reaction zone, as well as providing electrical and mechanical support to the whole membrane electrode assembly. Contact angle measurements on these composite films showed a water contact angle as high as 168°, well above values for currently used PTFE-treated carbon paper, thereby improving diffusion selectivity. Similar results were obtained by a second group of researchers by growing CNTs on macro-porous, non-woven fibrous carbon paper, with a contact angle as high as 150° [56].

6 Conclusions

Wetting studies inside and outside nanotubes, nanochannels and nanotube arrays represent a research area that continues to attract substantial interest for both fundamental science and applications. The authors believe that there is scope for further growth of the area as there are a number of interesting topics that deserve further research. A first one is developing a theoretical framework for wetting inside nanoscale structures, linking wetting properties (contact angle, surface chemistry, surface structure, roughness, etc) to flow behaviour through such structures. Further investigation of the effect of nanoscale confinement on surface tension of liquids as well as the nature an magnitude of the line tension are also necessary to complete the theoretical picture. Such a model would also have a substantial impact on novel carbon-nanotube membranes being currently tested for water filtration and desalination, providing an explanation for the higher than expected flow rates observed through CNTs.

Another substantial area of research is the interaction of dyes with photoactive nanotubes, TiO₂, ZnO, etc, for dye-sensitized solar cells. Nanotube arrays are quickly replacing colloidal solutions of the particle due to higher surface area as well as providing a more direct path for charges to close the circuit. In order to deliver the promised increases in efficiency, better filling (and wetting) of the tube arrays by the dyes is necessary. Similarly, a better understanding of alumina nanoporous membranes would be beneficial to their use as templates for polymeric materials, where viscosity effects play a major role in determining the final quality of the nanostructured materials.

A third major area of research concerns nanotube arrays for superhydrophobic structures. With the theoretical framework in this area being quite clear, efforts are now concentrated on improving stability of superhydrophobic properties and tailoring of the adhesion properties. In the authors’ opinion, this is the research area closest to delivering commercial applications, if production costs can be brought in line with well known hydrophobic (but not superhydrophobic) materials such as PTFE. Dynamic switching between a wetting and non-wetting state is also the object of intense research, where electrowetting is an established means to induce the change.

In conclusion, this is an exciting area of research with major possibilities of producing novel research and achieving scientifically and commercially significant results.
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